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365 Tips for Aging in Place provides one practical tip per day for an entire year to help you

make adjustments in your daily life to safely and successfully age in place. This book is an

excellent resource for individuals planning to age in place as well as those providing care for

their aging loved ones. The topics addressed range from kitchen safety to community

involvement to fall prevention.365 Tips for Aging in Place is written by the team of Designing

Independence, LLC consisting of a physical therapist and occupational therapist specializing in

aging in place and home modifications with over 25 years of experience. For more information,

please visit our website:www.designingindependence.com



1. Have something that reminds you of the date. A newspaper delivered, electronic device with

the date, or a digital calendar are some options you can use. 2. Fine motor skills are

necessary for opening food containers or pill bottles. Engage in fine motor exercises such as

flipping quarters, shuffling cards, or pinching small items such as beans and transferring from

one container to another. 3. Injuries or illnesses often strike unexpectedly. Have a plan

in place should you need an accessible home or to hire help for your care. 4. A hat with

a brim can help decrease the amount of light entering your eyes. This may be a useful option

instead of blocking your eyes with a hand, especially when outdoors. 5. A large

digital or analog clock is easier to read across the room. 6. Check with your insurance

company and determine what resources may be covered to help you pay for home

modifications or medical equipment needs that can help you remain in your home. 7. If

necessary, add childproof locks to cabinets such as those that require a magnetic key. This can

keep a loved one away from harmful items such as alcohol or medications if cognitive deficits

are of concern. 8. Be sure you visit your primary care physician regularly. He/

She can make sure prescriptions will not cause negative side effects due to medication

interactions.9. Consider the placement of your garage door opener. Is it at the top of your

stairs? Or bottom? Can you reach it safely? 10. Having pain? Consider dimming lights

and using music. Bright lights, noise and television can increase pain levels.11. Handheld

magnifiers and stand magnifiers are great tools to use to enhance your ability to read small

print. Occupational therapists and other medical staff can help you determine the distance at

which to hold your magnifier and other tips to optimize the use for your specific

needs. 12. Sometimes removing coffee tables or end tables can make wider, more

unobstructed walkways that are easier to navigate. 13. Calm and relaxing music without

words can be used for a time to reset and clear your mind.14. Organize your closet for optimal

use by storing heavier items on the bottom but not to impede your ability to safely access the

space. 15. Use sticky notes or even a dry erase marker on your bathroom mirror to help

you remind yourself of tasks that need completion. You can also set reminders on a cell phone

or smart watch. 16. Store a flashlight near your bed to use at night or in the event of a

power outage. 17. Consider using a spray on or wipe on treatment solution to

your tile floors to increase traction and prevent slipping. These products are easy to apply and

do not change the appearance of your existing tile floors. 18. When considering use of

personal medical alert systems, consider the various options. Some allow use with landlines

only and others allow for use with cell phones. 19. Smart watches are a great tool as

they can offer GPS tracking capabilities, medication or appointment reminders and more.

20. Make it a priority to have conversations with your family regarding your wishes for end of

life matters. This will help family members make the best decisions for you. Consider a tool

such as the Go Wish cards by Coda Alliance to help guide your conversation.21. Wearing grip

socks or house shoes can prevent slips on slick floors. 22. Discuss if you want to age in

place in your current home or move to a smaller home that requires less maintenance.

23. Crossword puzzles, word searches and puzzles help to keep your mind active. 24.

To lower fall risk and ensure future independence, a zero step entry or ramp entry is

recommended. 25. If lifting items out of the refrigerator proves difficult, consider

purchasing in smaller portions (example: perhaps a half gallon of milk versus a full gallon).

26. Engage in daily stretching exercises to maintain flexibility and prevent injury. 27.

Purchase a zipper pull for increased ease of pulling zippers up and down. 28. Ensure all



cleaning products either remain in the original bottles or are clearly labeled to prevent misusing

the product. 29. Cooking for one can be challenging. Consider dividing into portions for

freezing that you can enjoy later. 30. Obtain a baseline hearing test from an audiologist,

then schedule yearly check-ups. 31. Organize favorite family recipes for future

generations to enjoy. 32. If a rug is present, consider tacking the rug in place or

adhering the corners safely to the floor. However, the safest option is to remove the rug entirely.

33. Keep your hot water heater at 120 degrees or less to prevent scalding. 34.

When choosing a medical alert system, consider if multiple caregivers can be contacted, the

battery life and if the system offers fall detection. 35. There are several systems on the

market that assist in remote monitoring for caregivers that do not utilize cameras. Instead, they

use sensors to detect falls, bathroom visits or external doors opening. 36. If you would

benefit from a shower chair, consider purchasing one that has a place to add commonly used

items to avoid frequent standing. 37. Consider bumpers or corner guards to place on

sharp furniture corners. These items can prevent further injury in the event of a fall. 38.

Ensure lighting levels are uniform between frequently used rooms. If lighting varies, your eyes

have to adjust creating increased difficulty to safely navigate your environment. 39.

Avoid distracting patterns, including countertops, as this makes things visually confusing and

can lead to accidents. 40. Use of straws and extended straws can decrease the

work associated with drinking. 41. Be sure to bring medications with you if you

are traveling or if you are going to be away from home for a prolonged period of time.

42. A small album of family photos is a good keepsake and also a wonderful conversation

starter. 43. Having a thermometer will help identify when you have a fever and need to

seek medical care. 44. A physical therapist can provide you with the necessary

training to use an assistive device such as a walker or cane. 45. Adding a removable

bed rail to your bed can help if getting in and out of bed proves difficult. 46. Settings on

your TV can be altered to increase ease of use, such as changing the image size or brightness

level for increased clarity. 47. Create a plan for storms that may result in power outages

so that you will have adequate resources, especially if you require electricity for medical

equipment. 48. Aging often comes with a decreased sense of smell and taste

which can put you at risk for eating rancid or spoiled food. Consider placing a date on leftovers

in your refrigerator. 49. What are your social needs? Seniors often find

themselves isolated. What groups or organizations can you be a part of? 50. When able,

use multiple forms of lighting including overhead lights, pendants, track lighting and lamps.

51. Dusk to Dawn lighting is an excellent option for illuminating your outdoors. This option

eliminates the need to remember to turn on the light before leaving home and ensures your

space is well lit when you return home after dark. 52. If unable to get a

wheelchair or walker through a doorway, consider removing the doorway completely, which

should provide a little bit more space. 53. Consider remote control window treatments if

you have limited mobility or arthritis that impacts your ability to frequently adjust your blinds.

54. Install light switches that illuminate in the dark so they are easy to locate. 55. Ask

your physician, physical or occupational therapist about non-medication pain control options.

56. You can use a wireless mail notification system to avoid going to the mailbox before the

mail carrier arrives.57. Without adequate strength and balance, avoid bathing while sitting

inside of a bathtub. It can be challenging to get out of the bathtub without injury. 58.

Drawer pulls are easier to use instead of knobs, especially if you have arthritis of the hand or if

you have a tremor. 59. Keep appliance cords untangled and neat to avoid injury.

60. Consider sitting down on a chair or stool in your kitchen while chopping vegetables or



other meal preparations.61. Have a frank discussion with your loved ones about end of life

wishes, make sure it is documented in an advanced directive. 62. Ironing boards can be

wall mounted with timers. This prevents accidentally leaving the iron on and keeps the ironing

board off the floor to prevent clutter and tripping. 63. Weigh yourself regularly to monitor

any fluid retention especially if you have a heart condition. 64. Rolling carts can

be useful for bringing groceries in your house (if a zero step entry or ramp is present) or

moving multiple items between rooms. 65. If you are concerned about navigating an

environment at a new space such as a restaurant, plan in advance by calling ahead of time to

ask questions about the bathroom space or entryway. Or consider taking a friend or family

member that can help you while you are there.66. Energy conservation is the concept of

utilizing your energy for the most important tasks of each day. Some days it might be bathing

and other days it might be getting to a doctor appointment. Plan ahead, ask for help, and

gather your supplies ahead of time. 67. Never start or stop taking any medications or

supplements without consulting your physician. 68. Many people plan for their future in

terms of retirement or finances, but not everyone makes plans for aging and the possible need

to modify your home environment. Planning for how you want to age can prepare you and your

family mentally and financially. 69. Take time to organize your photographs. It will be a

treasure for generations to come. 70. When you need two stair rails but only

have one, you may be able to go up and down the stairs sideways, allowing you to hold onto

the railing with both hands. 71. Attach a small flashlight on your keychain to help you

see if caught somewhere in the dark. 72. Consider extra training sessions for a pet that

is known for jumping or pulling while on a leash to avoid any incidental injuries. 73. Fall

prevention is the key when wanting to enjoy retirement years in your own home. Schedule a

consultation with a physical therapist to identify your fall risk factors and how to best address

them.74. Remove all clutter from walkways. Clutter can be a tripping hazard.

75. Add a knob extender onto the knob on your lamp to make turning it on and off easier.

76. Utilize services that help you cherish your memories in photo albums, audio recordings or

memory boxes to share with your loved ones.77. When possible, choose a chair at the table

that has arms to help you go from sitting to standing, especially if it does not have a high seat

surface.78. Utilize a wireless charger for your cell phone if you have limited dexterity and

difficulty managing charging cords. 79. Do you have a trusted family member or friend to

pay your bills if you have a prolonged recovery from illness or injury?

80. Private care nursing is typically an out of pocket expense. 81. Be honest with

your healthcare providers regarding your symptoms.82. Consider using colored grab bars for

visual contrast in a bathroom.                          
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srosenberg, “Incredibly useful resource. As a 69 year old widower who lives alone, I found this

book to have a lot of great ideas. I am determined to age in place and very fortunate that I own

a home that is conducive to that goal.Lots of easy to implement suggestions. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who wants to remain independent.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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